Projects where developers are geographically distributed and with high personnel turnover are usually considered to be hard to manage. Any organisation that successfully handles such projects merits closer analysis so that lessons can be learned and good practice disseminated. Open Source Software projects represent such a case. One important factor is good configuration management practices. In this paper, the authors examine the configuration management process for some Open Source Software projects and analyse how process, tool support, and people aspects of configuration management contribute to this success. Finally, we discuss best practices and how lessons learned from Open Source Software can be transferred to more traditional ways of developing software.
Introduction
For several years Open Source Software (OSS) projects have been producing software that, in some cases has become the market leader in its field, despite a seemingly anarchistic way of organising projects and having a set-up (many, distributed developers and high "personnel turnover") that is usually considered difficult to handle in more traditional project organisations.
In this paper, we will look more closely at the configuration management aspects of OSS projects, and at how they succeed in co-ordinating and synchronising all the contributions. We will first describe the underlying configuration management process, in case others want to start an OSS(-like) project and analyse to what extent the success of OSS projects is due to a good configuration management process, good configuration management tools, or simply to outstanding people. We then discuss which lessons learned from such projects could be transferred to conventional software (CS) projects.
We establish three research questions:
Research question #1:
How do they do it -can we make their implicit configuration management process explicit so that it can be repeated? If a (commercial) company wants to start an OSS project, what should they then look out for and how should they handle the configuration management task?
The configuration management process described for the OSS projects in this paper is mainly based on interviews with key people from three OSS projects, KDE [1], Mozilla [2] and Linux [3] . Additional information was obtained [4] [5] [6] . We do not claim there to be one single configuration management process followed by all OSS projects; there are, however, many similarities. There is considerable disagreement about what the definition of OSS is but that is outside the scope of this paper. The projects studied call themselves Open Source, and we will use the term OSS to denote the three specific projects we have examined.
Managing Configurations in Open Source Projects
We first need an analytical framework. There is no single standard configuration management process, but there are variations to both the way that CS projects carry out configuration management and in how OSS projects handle configuration management.
Analytical framework
Usually configuration management is treated from a manager perspective [7, 8] , where it directs and controls the development of a product by identifying the product components and controlling their continuous changes. The goal is to document the composition and status of a defined product and to publish this so that workspaces and product composition are correct. Configuration management in CS projects is thus considered to consist of: configuration identification, configuration control, configuration status accounting and configuration audit [9] :
Configuration Identification: Activities to determine the product structure, select configuration items, document the configuration item's physical and functional characteristics (interfaces and subsequent changes), and allocate identification characters or numbers to the configuration items and their documents.
Configuration Control: Activities to control changes to a configuration item after formal establishment of its configuration documents. Control includes evaluation, co-ordination, approval or disapproval, and implementation of changes (engineering changes and deviations, and waivers that impact on the configuration).
Configuration Status Accounting:
The formalised recording and reporting of the established configuration documents, the status of proposed changes and of the implementation of approved changes. This should provide information on all configurations and deviations from the specified basic configurations. In this way changes compared to the basic configuration can be tracked.
Configuration Audit: Examination to determine whether a configuration item conforms to its configuration documents. The functional configuration audit verifies that a configuration item has achieved the performance characteristics and functions defined in its configuration document. The physical configuration audit verifies the conformity between the actual produced configuration item and that in the configuration documents.
However, when dealing with OSS it is more suitable to apply a developer perspective, where configuration management maintains the product's current components, stores their history, offers a stable development environment and co-ordinates simultaneous changes in the product. Configuration management includes both the product (configuration) and the working mode (methods), and the goal is to enable a group of developers to be as efficient as possible. Sometimes configuration management is described using a two-tier model, as in Kelly [10] , to distinguish the differing needs at organisation and project level. There is, however, a third level (that is also present in Kelly's model even though it is left blank) that should focus on the developers' needs. OSS projects are run by developers for developers and there is no time nor interest or resources for bureaucratic overhead. To describe and analyse the configuration management process of OSS projects, we need an analytical framework that emphasises the developer and the daily co-ordination and synchronisation of his work with the rest of the team.
Much of the developer's work may be facilitated by using suitable (configuration management) tools. Babich [11] stresses that it is often a group of developers that have to develop and support a system: "Configuration management is the art of identifying, organizing, and controlling modifications to the software being built by a programming team". Below are the configuration management aspects we regard as most relevant in an analytical framework that has a developer bias [12] :
Version Control: The possibility to store different versions and variants of a document and to subsequently be able to retrieve and compare them.
Build Management: Mechanisms for collecting all the source modules of a system and generating the system, and for keeping the generated files up to date, preferably without doing any unnecessary work.
Configuration Selection: Functionality to choose the versions of different documents or modules that constitutes a complete and consistent system.
Workspace Management: Developers often want to work transparently with the configurations without being bothered with versioning or seeing the changes of others working on the same configuration.
Concurrency Control: Manages the simultaneous access by several users (i.e. concurrent development), either by preventing it or by supporting it. Helps in synchronising the work of the developers.
Change Management: A system supporting the management of the collection of change requests, the generation of error reports, firm change requests, implementation of those changes, documentation of the problem and the solution, and when it is available.
Release Management: The identification and organisation of all documents and assets incorporated in a release. The build manager is responsible for providing the packaged product with the correct configuration and features.
Describing the OSS configuration management process
The above framework is now used to describe how the studied OSS projects handle different aspects of configuration management. For each aspect, we first generalise and describe the common process, and then point out where some project might differ from this model. The number of OSS projects is growing, which makes in impossible to generalise the configuration management process to a single model.
Version control
The tool CVS (Concurrent Version System) [13] is used for version control in most projects as it satisfies all basic requirements. All versions are kept in a repository and mechanisms are used to minimise the space consumption. It can handle branches, information about versions can be given in the change log, symbolic tags can be assigned to versions. Usually write access to the CVS repository is generously granted such that several hundred developers can add new versions to it. Regular patches can also be added to the repository by the moderators (a person who owns one or more modules). Patches have to be sent to the moderator, who alone decides whether to apply the change or to reject it. Moderators are used in Linux.
In the OSS projects studied, versions are almost never used to revert to an older version. Instead, versions are used as a history trail, describing how a file has developed by reading the log comments and by comparing versions using the diffing functionality (which can show the differences between two versions of a file). Most projects are targeted towards several platforms. OSS projects seem to handle variants by either separating code into different files or directories, or by using conditional compilation, so all variants can exist in the same branch. Changes apply either to the whole project, or platform-specific code.
Linux, however, use no tool at all for version control. They simply put the code of each version of the system in a separate directory, and apply contributions and patches to a "latest" directory. Contributions can only be applied to the repository by the moderators and there is no version history. The Linux project therefore violates the principle of immutability for version control by allowing the single version in the repository to change with no possibility of recovering previous versions. When a new release is created, all files are duplicated into a new release directory to conserve them unchanged even if development continues, which means that releases are immutable. There are only two branches in the Linux kernel development: one stable release branch and one development branch. In Linux, architectural differences are handled in modules, so there is no need for variants.
Build Management
The local workspace contains all necessary source code files so build management is easier, as the system model does not have to handle the complexity of different physical locations. The system model, used by make [14] or similar build tools, is also part of the files that are copied to the workspace. It is not time consuming to rebuild a project in the local workspace after a change, but the initial compilation is a complete build with no time savings. Time savings could have been obtained if the object code had been included workspace creation but creation of the workspace would have been slower.
The need to be able to work off-line from the server (see section 3.1) makes it impossible to use techniques like ClearCase's "wink in" to further improve compilation times.
Configuration Selection
The latest version of all files is usually used to build a configuration (i.e. the selection is trivial). Since only the latest release is maintained, there is no need to retrieve other configurations, unless a developer wants to install an older release. Where one stable and one development release are maintained concurrently, they are run as two separate projects. Branches are seldom used to provide for concurrent work (i.e. no configuration selection is needed). A new bound configuration, resolving the version selection for each file in the generic configuration, is created for new releases by tagging one version of each file in the configuration.
In some projects the sheer amount of configurations possible because of variants poses a problem. Some changes may upset a set of these possible configurations, and feedback is needed. The solution is to try to limit combinations to a set of secure configurations.
Workspace Management
The version control tool used (CVS) gives optimal support for the special characteristics of OSS projects. It supports the concept of a project, and has atomic operations to create a workspace, to synchronise a developer's workspace with the repository (i.e. the changes of others), and to add his changes to the repository. CVS can copy an entire bound configuration from a (remote) repository to a (local) workspace in one operation, so that the developer does not have to handle details of file transport over the Internet. There is no need to be continuously connected to the repository. It is possible to create the workspace, disconnect and carry out all changes off-line, and reconnect when the developer has to synchronise and add to the repository.
Cases where developers do not have write access to the CVS repository -and the case of Linux -are an exception. CVS can still be used to create and update the workspace, but a submission must be sent as a regular patch that has to be created manually. The moderator or co-ordinator receiving the patch must then apply it to the repository. The co-ordinator is a person who owns one or more modules. In contrast to the moderator, the co-ordinator grants write access to trusted developers, such that they can carry out changes without any further permission, but the co-ordinator has the power to retroactively remove any change. Co-ordinators are used in KDE and Mozilla.
Concurrency Control
OSS projects using CVS use an optimistic concurrency control, meaning that files are not locked, to stop others from changing them, when files are copied from the repository. CVS can detect if changes have been made in parallel to the same file and will force the last developer to integrate his changes in order to resolve possible conflicts. It is usually sufficient to use the update operation to merge the first changes automatically into the second developer's workspace. He can then check that the previously made changes do not conflict with his own changes before committing the compound result. Manual intervention happens only when CVS cannot perform the merge automatically. Despite the rapid development and numerous developers with write access to the repository, merge conflicts occur rarely and then the contributors communicate directly to solve the problem. Mailing lists and newsgroups are used to provide awareness of what is going on and to reduce the risk of creating conflicts, that will be hard to merge.
In Linux, contributions are sequentialized by the moderator. If a later contribution conflicts with an earlier change, it is returned to the contributor to resolve any conflicts and to resubmit. Where the conflict is easily resolved, the moderator might carry out modifications.
Change Management
This process is where OSS projects differ the most from CS projects. Most traditional projects review change proposals using a Change Control Board (CCB) and assign approved proposals to developers for implementation, as seen from Fig. 1 . In OSS the review of change proposals is not explicit, if there at all. Anyone can propose a change and often changes are not even proposed before a change implementation is submitted directly. Change proposals might be prioritised implicitly or explicitly, but an OSS project cannot assign tasks to developers -everyone works on what he chooses. Two slightly different processes exist depending on whether contributions have to be sent to a moderator or if the developer can apply his changes directly to the repository through his write access. In both cases, however, the overall process is the same: an idea for a change is conceived, implemented and tested, submitted as a patch or applied directly on the repository, and then the implementation (and sometimes the change idea itself) is evaluated through testing, review and discussion. The final evaluation may result in the patch being rejected by a moderator or a change to the repository being reverted by a co-ordinator. Usually write access to the repository is given only to trusted developers, so reversion of a change to the repository is rare.
Linux, which is the prime example of an OSS project with moderators, has patches submitted, which are then worked through by the moderator. Patches are reviewed in multiple steps before testing, and only after passing the tests is it inserted into the repository. Contributions that are ill-designed or have unsound ideas are rejected at reading time. If the idea is good but the code is bad, the contribution usually undergoes a few iterations of review before testing. If a contribution is rejected, there is sometimes feedback to the author.
Mozilla is an example of a project with a mixed approach of module owners and direct write access to developers. The module's owner has the right to reject patches. Usually, any of the developers with write access to the repository can make changes in most places of the code. There is no fixed global policy for granting write access; each module owner sets his own contribution and change policy. Module owners can pose a bottleneck to contribution processing. In projects that work exclusively through co-ordination, it seems that most changes are accepted immediately. The few patches that are received are handled by the co-ordinators.
Most change management problems seem to be caught during review. Contributions are often tested via code reviewing and special run time tests, formal testing is not always used. When a change has been made, developers sometimes just use the new code. Developers who have submitted many good patches are more trusted, and their contributions make their way into the repository more quickly. Accepted contributions show up immediately in the repository.
Even though wish lists and lists of bugs are kept, bugs and change proposals seem to be fixed somewhat arbitrarily. Changes are kept track of using detailed lists, so that willing users can test new features. Mail and newsgroups are used to communicate wish lists, bugs, and changes and to discuss the general development of the project.
Release Management
None of the OSS projects studied release software in the traditional sense, wrapping up code, documentation, help files, install scripts and more, turning it into a software packet. They rely on users themselves or on commercial companies, like Red Hat and others. None of the studied OSS projects use fixed release dates, and labelling and timing of releases is mostly arbitrary.
They do, however, carry out what can be called internal releases, which are points in time where they freeze the source code and for which there is a process. When an internal release is getting nearer, the development branch enters a freeze stage: initially a soft freeze stage means that new features that break compatibility are discouraged but not forbidden, then a hard freeze stage, in which any contribution that will change an interface is forbidden. Only bug fixes are allowed. Finally, when the internal release is made, the code is copied to a new branch, called stable, where maintenance can be performed if needed. Further development continues on the development branch, heading for the next internal release. An internal releases of sufficient quality can be used when creating a traditional release.
In the Mozilla project they use a time-based release schedule. This means that development proceeds until a certain date, when a release is labelled (called a milestone in Mozilla terms). The milestone is then used to see what has been achieved. Features and achievements are not planned into milestones; they only work as a feedback tool.
Important configuration management factors
In this section, we will analyse the configuration management factors in an OSS project. We have divided the analysis into three dimensions: tool support, process, and people. For each dimension we discuss what seem to be the most important properties in an OSS project. We want to make these properties explicit, explained and possible to copy for new OSS projects.
Tool support
As in all software projects, a set of tools are used. In a typical OSS project CVS is used as the configuration management tool, together with standard tools as mail, web browser, and newsreaders.
For the configuration management tool it is important that it has one single server against many clients, so that server repositories do not need to be synchronised, just client workspaces. Implementation of server synchronisation often relies on branching or concurrent work sets, which are not used in OSS projects. Ideally, the tool is free, but if a commercial tool is used the server should have floating licenses, and it should be "free" to install the clients and to create an off-line workspace for the developer.
Since all developers have to learn the tool by themselves, it must be simple to use (and to administer) and should not enforce too rigid a process. CVS, which is often used, does, however, support and enforce the long transaction configuration management model to co-ordinate concurrent changes. In the long transaction model [15] , either all modified files are committed to the repository successfully or none are committed when the workspace needs to be synchronised with the repository. A tool that supports this model and makes it easy to update a workspace from the server, including the actual transportation of the files that need to be updated, is perfect for distributed development, especially when the clients are off-line most of the time. Many tools use one model when the client is on-line and another (secondary) model when off-line, which makes it more complicated for the developer. The off-line mode in these tools is treated as an exception rather than the primary work model it is in OSS.
The clients must also exist on many platforms if the application developed is to work on many platforms.
All versions should be stored on the server and it should be easy to browse through the history of the project and specific files, to see the changes made between two versions. This facility is used by developers to learn about a project and to recap on what has happened to it since the last time they were active. It is possible for some bad submissions to reach the repository, which may lead to difficulties in building the system. In these cases the tool should provide support to retract the entire transaction containing the bugs (i.e. not just some files that first have to be detected).
Finally, it must be easy to create bound configurations and baselines (bound configurations that remain fixed for some period of time). Creating baselines is used quite extensively in most OSS projects, especially for internal releases.
Another very important property of the set of tools is to provide awareness of what is happening in the project. If this is not entirely supported by the configuration management tool itself, it must be provided by other tools (e.g. using the web, mail or news).
Process
The process should be simple and easy to follow. The personal return on investment of following the process is important. Too rigid a process may increase the personal investment for the developer without increasing the return. It is often better to encourage correct behaviour by providing a better personal return on investment than to enforce some process due to management requirements. A good example is the long transaction model, which encourages frequent commits leading to less merge conflicts and increased awareness of when and how a file changes. If a developer does not follow the process of long transactions, he is "punished" by having to do a more complicated merge. Frequent commits also mean short iterations, which is a good strategy [16] . It is easy to make baselines or internal releases, since there are few long projects going on that must be waited for before the code can be frozen.
However, some projects also enforce a special code style (e.g. some naming rules, indentation, etc.). Ideas that are not "sound" may be rejected, even though they work technically. This is to make the code easier to read and understand, increasing awareness of the intended purpose of the code, which is the most important way to transmit information. Despite discussions via mail and news, the code is still the most important. Nicely written code and understandable commit comments makes collective ownership work. Everyone who is interested in the functionality of a piece of code can test and modify it.
Open (in OSS) means that it is easy for all developers to identify the weakest link in the process, which puts social pressure on each developer to follow the process and guidelines provided for the project, e.g. to write understandable comments. The risk of polluting the common repository is thus reduced.
Also, the change management process must be appropriate for the task. An effective way in which OSS projects reduce the complexity of change management is to not maintain old releases. All development, both bug fixes and new requirements, are committed directly to the main branch of development to avoid several branches having to be maintained in parallel. Change management is probably the weakest part of the OSS process, and it is possible that a stronger support than current "wish lists" are cost and time effective.
Awareness through discussions is central to the process. Traditionally, developers rely on both formal and informal communication, but OSS projects do not have face to face meetings. Even informal communication has to be electronic and therefore seen and "listened to" by the whole group, as is the formal communication in the newsgroup. Examples of formal communication are commit comments (the change log), wish lists, bug reports, release documentation, and comments in the code.
The combination of self assigned tasks, a light process, stimulating discussions, direct communication, and group awareness is important for skilled and motivated developers. They often find it fun and stimulating to discuss technical solutions with others, especially when development is fast and gives a lot of personal return on investment.
People
The most important people in an OSS project are the moderators and co-ordinators. They protect the repository. Bad developers may slow the progress down, but cannot destroy the code. Bad moderators or co-ordinators can allow the code to be corrupted gradually. Moderators should not write or contribute code or try to improve bad contributions, otherwise they could soon end up being bottlenecks, which not only delay the awareness of the actual state of the project and usability of the application developed, but also break some of the advantages of the long transaction model. The developer always commits a tested (and working) configuration, if needed after several iterations of "update-merge-test" within the private workspace before a successful commit. He can, however, only update and test from the common repository and cannot access the submissions not yet processed by the moderator. If these contain modifications not consistent with the new submission, the moderator sends back the submission and the developer has to update and re-send it.
For all developers it is important to care about their reputation of being "good developers". If this social pressure works as a motivation factor, no one wants to submit bad patches, which ensures good quality. The moderator too is under a similar pressure, since it is always possible to clone the project with a new, more popular, moderator. So a dialogue between the developers and the moderator is important.
Everyone involved in OSS should like to discuss their work and want to share their knowledge with other people. Although most development is done off-line by single developers, OSS development is really a teamwork process that needs a lot of communication.
Transferable best practices
In the previous section, we highlighted some important configuration management factors of OSS development. Some of these factors, but not all, can be used also within CS projects. How configuration management is carried out within OSS is, however, no "silver bullet" solving all kinds of problems and some lessons learned within CS can benefit OSS as well. In this section, we will focus on the transfer of best practices between OSS and CS and vice versa.
To reduce configuration management complexity, it is recommended to avoid unnecessary branches [17] . In CS branches are used for three reasons: (i) shorter parallel sessions by individual developers, (ii) long-lasting tasks, and (iii) maintenance of old releases. Most CS projects use branches together with the configuration management model checkout/checkin with locking and/or the composition model [15] . If, however, the long transaction model is used, the need for branches to synchronise shorter parallel development is reduced, since each workspace takes the role of the temporary branch in which development can be made in isolation and where updates and merges can be performed. Thus, assuming that a tool supporting long transactions is used, branches due to (i) can be avoided. If long-lasting tasks exist, branches may then be a good strategy to isolate the changes caused by each task. In many cases, however, it is possible to divide the tasks into smaller increments which can be implemented by short iterations, each followed by build and test (successfully proposed in both Daily build [18] and XP [16] ). This also makes it easier to create frequent baselines, and will increase the group awareness. No big bang integration is needed towards release since all development is made in short increments. Even so, "feature freeze" is used near major releases to reduce the number of bugs in newly developed code, so that we do not need to branch that often due to (ii) either. To maintain many releases increases the complexity of change management, but may unfortunately be needed due to market requirements (i.e. reason (iii) still remains in these cases).
It is important to protect the code base (repository), especially when there is collective ownership of files. The code must be easy to understand, as bad code from one developer will hamper other developers. Traditional CS puts a lot of effort into classifying and giving priority to change requests and into deciding whether they should be implemented or not, but does not protect the code base from bad implementations as long as they are correct (as reflected in Figure 1 , depicting the change processes). A role similar to a moderator or co-ordinator may be a good idea and can be implemented by using a post CCB, which places another CCB after the implementation phase in CS projects, effectively merging the two processes depicted in Figure 1 .
Use one configuration management model that works for clients both on-line and off-line, especially if the development is geographically distributed or there are other reasons for developers to (also) work off-line. If the model only works on-line, or hardly works off-line, there is a great risk that developers will "cheat" and not follow the model or process, which is often much worse than having a more light-weight process that is followed. It is also important that the tool supports the model used.
Let developers communicate directly with each other. If all communication goes through a layers of management it will be slow and ineffective. In a traditional project 50% of a developer's time is spent interacting with other team members, 30% working alone, and 20% on unproductive activities, such as travel and training [19] , so it is very important to support communication and awareness.
The practice of collective ownership seems to work well for both OSS and XP [16] and is good for handling geographically distributed development, as locking mechanisms do not work well in this case [20] . It is important to support communication and awareness so that the developers together can carry out the synchronisation needed to avoid complicated merge conflicts and misunderstandings. Do not confuse modularization and toolbox architecture with ownership. Architecture should allow concurrent work without creating merge conflicts and it should be easy for a developer to add-on functionality (e.g. a driver to a specific hardware). Access restrictions for such modules seem unnecessary.
Self-assigned tasks are important to the success of OSS and the developers are usually also users and testers of the system, which makes them highly motivated. This is hard to transfer to CS development, but a project should strive towards a similar process. Instead of automatically assigning each developer his tasks based on some document management system, developers could assign their own tasks from a set of tasks, and use the developed application when possible. If this is not possible, extensive testing should be performed (e.g. in the style of XP [16] ).
Most OSS projects lack the control and visibility of the "requirements" and change requests already implemented and the ones still remaining on the "wish list". In CS this is often managed by separate tools and considered one of the important activities of configuration management. Most OSS projects would probably benefit from an updated "wish list" and a better traceability between a change request (wish) and the actual change made to the code.
In CS it is also important to set the correct priority on all requirements, depending on severity, implementation costs, importance to different markets, etc. This is harder to do in OSS since all tasks are self-assigned (i.e. each developer makes his own priorities independently of how other users/developers set their priority).
One of the four problems that McConnell [21] claims OSS has to fix to establish itself is the early elimination of upstream defects. OSS does not have a CCB to review change proposals meaning that proposals that are not "sound" might be implemented and even applied before eventually being rejected. Even worse, they may persist and make future development and maintenance difficult. The change management process for OSS should be augmented with a change control board (or a moderator/co-ordinator) to review change proposals.
The capability to maintain several releases is often a requirement in CS. This is not currently managed in OSS.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have examined the configuration management aspects of OSS projects with three goals in mind: (i) to make the configuration management process within an OSS project explicit and understood, (ii) to analyse the reasons for the apparent success of the OSS configuration management process, and (iii) to discuss how some of OSS best practices for configuration management could be transferred to conventional software development.
We note that OSS development can be considered as "individual development in groups". The developer has a direct personal interest or gain from his contributions to the project, which normally is not the case in traditional (commercial) development projects. This reduces administrative overhead and management to a minimum. Instead all steps in the process (that exists and is actually followed) have a clear return on investment for the developer himself.
The configuration management process in OSS has the following characteristics:
(i) There is a very high degree of awareness and developers communicate directly with each other.
(ii) Many clients are working distributed and off-line against one single server. Workspaces are coordinated following the long transaction model. (iii) The task is simplified through not maintaining old releases and thus avoids branching. (iv) The process encourages many small and quick increments on the main line. This results in early testing, high awareness, many baselines that are usable. The goal is to use the product. (v) The moderator/co-ordinator protects the code base (repository) from the entry of bad contributions. This is an important role and he has to be able and quick to reduce the risk of becoming a bottleneck in the change process.
In our opinion, the configuration management process in OSS shows great potential for transferring lessons to CS projects, especially in co-ordinating and synchronising work when people are geographically distributed and where there is a high turnover of personnel, generally considered difficult by companies. Our study confirms some already known best practices for configuration management and adds some new best practices. It may be possible to transfer the lessons learned from the following parts of the OSS configuration management process to conventional development projects:
(i) OSS development is most similar to the maintenance phase of CS development. Before adopting the OSS process, a toolbox architecture should be designed. 
